The area is high technology but not wide spread, because the market is still very limited. Many European industries are investing R & D effort in systems for biomagnetism, but to date only one small-sized American manufacturer is selling systems.

The workshop, help in the brand new, excellent facilities of the CNR Headquarters in Rome, brought together about 40 people from industry and the academic world. All the main industries operating in the field had been invited with the result that BTi (USA), Philips (FRG), CITEC (Italy) and ITHACI (Japan) took an active part sending particularly qualified representatives. Thanks to the single subject and the small number of participants, the workshop had a friendly atmosphere which stimulated a lot of interesting talk. The discussions were continued outside the scheduled hours including the long, and particularly enjoyed, Italian style lunch.

P. Carelli and
A. Paolotti

History of Physics

Consequent on a decision of Council in Dresden, the Advisory Committee on Physics Education has now incorporated a Group concerned with the use of historical approaches in the teaching of physics. The Group's first activity under the auspices of EPS will be to hold a Europhysics Study Conference in Orsay (France) from 21-28 November 1988 on the following topics:

History of concept, Reconstruction of historical experiments, Technology and society, Physics and culture, Physics and other science.

The day of 14 November will be devoted to contacts between the participants and secondary school teachers of physics and related sciences.

Latest SUN Revision

The SUN-AMCO Commission of the International Union of Pure and Applied Physics has published the third revision of its guide to authors and editors Symbols, Units, Nomenclature and Physical Constants. In addition to up-dating, sections have been regrouped and enlarged and more specific rulings have been given on such aspects as labelling tables and graphs. The new edition is easier to follow than its predecessor, helped also by the increased type size. Our warmest thanks to the editors, E.R. Cohen and P. Giacomo.

The booklet in its familiar red cover and referred to as Document I.U.P.A.P.-25 (SUN-AMCO 87-1) may be obtained from the present Secretary of the SUN-AMCO Commission:

Dr. B.W. Petley
National Physical Laboratory
Reddington, Middlesex TW11 OLW, UK

The price is £2.00 including postage, but £2.00 should be added for bank charges on cheques drawn on non-British banks.

Meetings

Late announcement:
14-20 October 1988
Turin, Italy
2nd International Topical Meeting on Optics of Liquid Crystals: Optics and Interfacial Phenomena in LC and Polymers.

Scientific Information:
P. Taverna and L. Trossi
Physics Department, Politecnico
I-10129 Torino (Italy)

Postponement:
The Conference: Physics for Industry — Industry of Physics: Solid State Physics scheduled for Krakow, Poland in September 1989 has been postponed. The new date will be announced when available.

Commercial Exhibit

The Plasma Physics Division informs us that at the 16th European Conference on Controlled Fusion and Plasma Physics to be held in Venice from 13-17 March 1989, an exhibit for commercial firms supplying materials and equipment to the field will be organized.

Commercial firms interested in displaying small sized hardware or documentation on their products are kindly invited to ask for further information from:

Mrs. M. Polidoro
ENEA
Centro Ricerche Energia Frascati
C.P. 65
I-00044 FRASCATI (Roma)

Teletex: (6) 94 00 50 09
Telecopier: (6) 94 00 54 00
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